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Swarm Intelligence for Cooperation of Bio-Nano Robots
using Quorum Sensing
Sreedevi Chandrasekaran and Dean F. Hougen

ract— Bio-nano robots are nano-scaled robots made from
cal components like proteins and DNA structures. Their
caled size, ready availability (in nature), and high effimake them perfect tools for diagnosis and therapeutic
ents in nano-medicine. Due to their nano-scaled size,
elligence of each individual nano robot is small when
red to that of the collection of nano robots acting together
omplish the given task. This group intelligence, called
intelligence, helps the nano robots do their task more
ely, more quickly, and with fewer other resources. The
nation to accomplish the given task can be achieved by
nano robots through quorum sensing. Quorum sensing
ability of nano robots to communicate and coordinate
or via signaling molecules. The whole scenario of comation and coordination can be done using these nanorobots and the results are studied using simulation at a
vel of abstraction.

robot systems and find that the performance is of the
changes greatly by varying the quorum threshold val
The research
presented
here will help future bi
Injection
Site
robot designers and developers to decide among v
design strategies before they start constructing these
of bio-nano
Bio−Nano robots
Robot for real world applications.
A. Methods for Nano Intelligence

Concentration
Gradient robots, bio-nano robots require
Unlike
traditional
niques such as swarm intelligence and quorum sensi
efficient performance
because of their space limitatio
Target Site
1) Swarm Intelligence: Every nano-robot perform
same set of tasks to accomplish a goal, for example,
a tumor site in an affected individual. Instead of doi
difficult task on it’s own, nano-robots can communica
I. INTRODUCTION
coordinate as a group to accomplish the desired goa
obot is an autonomous physical device where sensing collective behavior, that emerges from a group of indiv
ctions are coupled by intelligent decisions [1]. A insignificant agents, is called swarm intelligence [7].
intelligence
widely
in nature, for examp
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on happens
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Crevice-dwelling, house-hunting
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Propensity to do
a tandem run
increases with
nest-site quality

“Tandem running” behavior
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Transport
triggered by
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reaching quorum
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Decision Accuracy
(Pratt, 2005, Behav. Ecol.)
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Approaches from Engineering and Computer Science
“Counting and Calculating”
Swarm Intell (2010) 4: 199–220

Musco, Su, and Lynch (2017, PNAS) [BDA 2016]
Parker and Zhang (2010, Swarm Int.)
Parker and Zhang (2009, IEEE/ASME Trans. Mechatronics)
Parker and Zhang (IROS 2004)

Fig. 2 This figure illustrates the principle behind analog consensus estimation (ACE). Each robot
its own quorum and kin index, both of which decay exponentially at the same rate. A robot incre
kin index every time that a teammate is encountered. The quorum index is incremented only by de
robots, after they have encountered a teammate that agrees that the current task is complete. The ra
peak equilibria of a robot’s quorum and kin indices approximates the apparent consensus

“Counting and Thresholding”
positive
decision

upper threshold

internal state indicator

negative
decision

lower threshold

(a)

Assume that each robot in a well-stirred dec-MRS will encounter one of its tea
every T0 seconds on average. Each robot therefore will increment its kin index
mately every T0 seconds. Each deliberating robot will tend to encounter an agreein
mate every T0 /Ca seconds on average, and so they will increment their quorum in
this rate. It was shown in Parker (2009) that the peak equilibria of the quorum and kin
(qequ and kequ , respectively) are given by

Peysakhov and Regli
(SISτ C2005)
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The ratio of a deliberating robot’s two indices’ peak values at equilibria, kequ
,
mates the apparent consensus, Ca . In Fig. 2, the quorum index is incremented half
as the kin index; its peak value at equilibrium is approximately 50% of that of th
The accuracies of the rightmost terms of (2) increase with τ , making the delibera
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bots’ estimates of Ca more precise as the indices are made to decay more slowly re

to slowly mixing graphs, showing that strong local mixing is suffifor simplicity.
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cient in many applications.
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Initially, each agent is placed independently at a uniform random node in the torus. Computation proceeds in discrete, synchronous rounds. Each agent updates its position with a step chosen uniformly at random from {(0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0), ( 1, 0)} in
each round. Of course, in reality, ants do not move via pure random walk; observed encounter rates seem to actually be lower
than predicted by a pure random walk model (6, 15). However, we feel that our model sufficiently captures the highly ranMusco et al.
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Lemma 3 (Recollision Probability Bound). C
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If a1 and a2 collide in round r , for any m
a1 and a2 collide again in round r + m is ⇥ (
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• Cannot recognize duplicate collisions
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• Yet1.counting algorithm will converge to actual density
executing Algorithm
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to slowly mixing graphs, showing that strong local mixing is sufficient in many applications.
The key to the local mixing property of the grid is an upper
bound on the probability that two random walks starting from
the same position recollide (or that a single random walk equalizes) after a certain number of steps (Lemma 3). We show that
recollision probability bounds imply collision moment bounds on
general graphs, and apply this technique to extend our results to
d -dimensional grids, regular expanders, and hypercubes. We discuss applications of our bounds to the task of estimating the size
of a social network using random walks (12), obtaining improvements over prior work for networks with relatively slow global
mixing times but strong local mixing. We also discuss connections
to density estimation by robot swarms and random walk-based
sensor network sampling (13, 14).
Theoretical Model for Density Estimation
We consider p
a set ofpagents populating a 2D torus with A nodes
(dimensions A ⇥ A). At each time step, each agent has an
associated ordered pair position, which gives its coordinates on
the torus. We assume that A is large—larger than the area agents
traverse over the runtimes of our algorithms. We believe the
torus model successfully captures the dynamics of density estimation on a surface, while avoiding complicating factors of boundary behavior on a finite grid.
Initially, each agent is placed independently at a uniform random node in the torus. Computation proceeds in discrete, synchronous rounds. Each agent updates its position with a step chosen uniformly at random from {(0, 1), (0, 1), (1, 0), ( 1, 0)} in
each round. Of course, in reality, ants do not move via pure random walk; observed encounter rates seem to actually be lower
than predicted by a pure random walk model (6, 15). However, we feel that our model sufficiently captures the highly ran-

Fig. 1. A basic illustration of our computational model. Each agent (ant)
may move to a random adjacent position on the 2D torus in each round
(illustrated by the red arrows). A collision occurs when two or more agents
are located at the same position. The agents detect collisions through the
count(position) function, which returns the number of other agents at their
current position. In this illustration, position is given as the (x, y) position,
with the bottom left corner corresponding to (1, 1). However, the precise
convention used is unimportant.

Is counting and calculating the right computational
model for ant quorum sensing?
Musco et al.

PNAS | October 3, 2017 | vol. 114 | no. 40 | 10535

Is there a simpler way for robotic quorum
sensing and other spatial applications?
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Number of rounds t
chosen adaptively?
During counting process?
Like an adaptive step size
in a numerical solver?

Decision Latency
(Pavlic and Pratt, in prep)
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Two connectionist frameworks, GRAIN (J. L. McClelland, 1993) and brain-state-in-a-box (J. A.
Anderson, 1991), and R. Ratcliff s (1978) diffusion model were evaluated using data from a signal
detection task. Dependent variables included response probabilities, reaction times for correct and error
responses, and shapes of reaction-time distributions. The diffusion model accounted for all aspects of the
data, including error reaction times that had previously been a problem for all response-time models. The
connectionist models accounted for many aspects of the data adequately, but each failed to a greater or
lesser degree in important ways except for one model that was similar to the diffusion model. The
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ment 1.

340

Probability of a low response for the four subjects in Experi-

models because the mechanism that produces sequential effects
must be flexible enough to behave in opposite ways for different
subjects.
The fact that sequential effects were dependent on the prior
response and not on prior feedback is consistent with most earlier
findings with psychophysical tasks (Thomas, 1973, 1975; Treisman & Williams, 1984) and choice reaction time (Falmagne,
Cohen, & Dwivedi, 1975; see Luce, 1986, chap. 7), although some
studies, particularly in absolute identification (Ward & Lockhead,
1970), did find that feedback affected response probability. In the
earliest investigations of signal detection paradigms, it appeared
originally that any explanation of learning would have to take prior
feedback into account (e.g., Kac, 1962), but Thomas (1973, 1975)
showed that learning could be modeled by assuming criterion
shifts toward the presented stimulus value so that learning did not
depend directly on prior feedback. Thomas's account could also
deal with paradigms in which feedback was not presented to the
subject. Our experimental results are consistent with these early
signal detection results and with the choice reaction-time results.
Subjects knew that feedback was inconsistent and that for most
stimuli the correct response was sometimes high and sometimes
low. This, along with the large number of sessions tested per

20

60

Number of Asterisks

Number of Asterisks

+="low" responses
x="high" responses
Figure 2.

Mean reaction time (RT) for the four subjects in Experiment 1.

high and low responses. Generally, responses slowed as they
neared the crossover point.
For purposes of exposition, we defined error responses according to the crossover point (47); low responses to numbers greater
than 47 are labeled errors, and so are high responses to numbers
less than 47. We used error as the label for these responses because
it is a convenient way of describing them. A response of this type
is not exactly an error, but neither is it the best response because
it is less likely to be correct than the alternative. (Note that this
definition does not correspond to the feedback that was given
subjects; ERROR -1 POINT feedback was determined by the
distribution from which a number was drawn, not by its position
relative to the crossover point.) We use the error terminology for
compactness of description throughout this article.
The subjects showed different patterns of error versus correct
response times. For Subjects 1 and 2, errors for extreme stimulus
numbers (e.g., numbers above 80 or below 20) were faster than
correct responses for those numbers, whereas less extreme errors
were slower than correct responses. But for Subject 4, errors were
always faster than correct responses, and for Subject 3 errors were
always slower than correct responses. This difference among sub-
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So maybe dueling counters and
thresholds are involved in setting the
adaptive sampling period?
(Pavlic and Pratt, in prep)
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Does the process have to be cognitive at the level of an individual?
16

Observed decision latency is exactly what is expected
from a naïve 2D random walk amongst hard spheres.
17

Sampling period is set by physical space.

“Nobody goes
there anymore. It’s
too crowded.”

Empty Cavity
2D Brownian Recurrence Time

Tight Packing
1D Brownian Recurrence Time
then
Low Penetration Depth

Intermediate Packing
Brownian Recurrence Time for >2 Fractal Dimension
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Sampling period is set by physical space.

What if the
natural
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forces the
decision?

An encounter is likely
long before exit
Tandem Run

An encounter is likely
shortly before exit
Transport
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Social foraging in honey bees:
Behavioral Ecology
how nectar
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assess
their colony's
nutritional st
Behav
Ecol Sociobiol
(1989)
24:181-199
and Sociobiology
? Springer-Verlag 1989

Thomas D. Seeley

Do not recruit
An encounter is likely
long after entrance

Recruit
An encounter is likely
shortly after entrance
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Specious Reward: A Behavioral Theory of Impulsiveness
and Impulse Control

Temporal discounting

George Ainslie
Massachusetts Mental Health Center, Boston
In a choice among assured, familiar outcomes of behavior, impulsiveness is the
choice of less rewarding over more rewarding alternatives. Discussions of
impulsiveness in the literature of economics, sociology, social psychology,
dynamic psychology and psychiatry, behavioral psychology, and "behavior
therapy" are reviewed. 'Impulsiveness seems to be best accounted for by the
hyberbolic curves that have been found to describe the decline in effectiveness
of rewards as the rewards are delayed from the time of choice. Such curves
predict a reliable change of choice between some alternative rewards as a
function of time. This change of choice provides a rationale for the known
kinds of impulse control and relates them to several hitherto perplexing phenomena: behavioral rigidity, time-out from positive reinforcement, willpower,
self-reward, compulsive traits, projection, boredom, and the capacity of punishing stimuli to attract attention.

The perceived value of a reward/stimulus decreases
with time since the event

This article takes up the question of why
organisms, particularly human beings, often
freely choose the poorer, smaller, or more
disastrous of two alternative rewards even
when they seem to be entirely familiar with
the alternatives. I call this kind of choice
impulsive, although the word has also been
used for behavior that is simply unpremeditated. The question of impulsiveness is one
of the oldest on record—it is, after all, the
subject of the story of Adam and Eve. It
recurs in Homer in the story of Ulysses and
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the Sirens. Millenia of philosophical pondering and decades of scientific observation have
left us with three rather poorly defined
guesses about why people are so prone to this
maladaptive behavior:

1. In seeming tois
obey
impulses, people do
An encounter
likely
not knowingly choose the poorer alternative
but have not really learned the consequences
shortly
before
exit
of their behavior.
Socrates
said something

This article was prepared in conjunction with
research supported by National Institute of Mental

like this. Those who hold this kind of theory
prescribe education or "insight" as the cure
for impulsiveness.
2. In obeying impulses, people know21
the
consequences of their behavior but are impelled by some lower principle (the devil,
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Stimulus height (or discount rate)
determines critical encounter rate

Temporally discounted stimulus sets recruitment decision

Possible Discovery Times of Exit
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Tandem Run

Transport

Web version of simulator:
http://bit.ly/bda2018quorum
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Time (simulation time steps)

Weak Stimulus (High Discount Rate)
Time for Focal Ant to Leave Nest
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1000
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0

0
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0.1
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0.2

Decision of Focal Ant When Leaving
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Half-Saturation @ 0.061

Tandem Run
0
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Focal-Ant Average Encounter Rate at Exit

0.2
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Time (simulation time steps)

Medium Stimulus (Medium Discount Rate)
Time for Focal Ant to Leave Nest
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Strong Stimulus (Low Discount Rate)
Time (simulation time steps)
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Tandem Run

Transport

-nano robots could also generate such a pulse.
…also amenable
to theoretical TD-QS
analysis.can be d
A multi-robot
system implementing
event-triggered rules summarized by the chemical re
ea

S + S * 2R
ea

S + R * 2R
Theodore P. Pavlic et al.

S + E * XT R + E
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the CRN, a robot enters the confined space in the
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400
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For take away…
• The ants are an interacting ensemble
• The cavity’s physical space is a sampler
• The computational model should be at
the level of the ant–cavity system
• More broadly: Physical spaces provide
memory and even computational
primitives for free
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For More Information:
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Web version of simulator:
http://bit.ly/bda2018quorum
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